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Character sheet template maker

If you find yourself creating the same spreadsheet outline over and over again in Google Sheets, you can save a lot of time creating templates. We'll walk you through the process step by step. Google Sheets has a wide selection of templates you can choose from, but none that might meet your specific requirements. If you want to create
a custom template that you can use whenever you need it, there are work-arounds you can use to get started. First, turn on your browser and go to Google Sheets. Open a blank spreadsheet, a spreadsheet you created earlier, or one of Google's templates. Now that you have some bones for your spreadsheet template, click the file name
at the top of the sheet and rename it to something that includes the word template. Press Enter when you finish saving your changes. Next, click the folder icon next to the file name, then select the New Folder icon to create a new folder for your Google Sheets template. Type a name for the new folder and click the check mark to create
one. Click Move Here to save the template in your new Google Sheets templates folder. This folder can now be a new home for any future templates you create. It's also a great way to keep everything in your Google Drive organized and easy to find for anyone who's part of your team. RELATED: How to Set Up Google Drive When you
need to make a copy of any template, open Google Drive, find the folder you just created for your template, and double-click it. Since this is a template file that you plan to use multiple times, you must first create a copy of it before you start editing or adding info to it. To do this, right-click the template and choose Make a Copy to duplicate
the file. A copy of your template is saved in the current folder with the Copy preset. From here, you can double-click a file to open it, rename it, or move it to another folder altogether. If you opened the document, or someone sent you a template file, click File &gt; Make a Copy to copy the template to your Drive. Give the file a name,
choose a location for it in your Drive, then click OK to save it. That's all there is to it! If you want to share a template with other team members, you can create a Make a Copy link and send it to it in an email or share it via a shareable link. RELATED: How to Share a Make a Copy link to Google Files If you pay for a G Suite account, you
can save a custom template in a custom template gallery for all your team members to use. If you're using the free version of G Suite, you can use the methods described above. Free accounts can share custom templates without any additional expenses. The student's entry sheet allows to record a class attendance, presentation, or
other event where attendance documentation is required. Each student will be able to record their own information about the form which can then be used by the educator Reference. Using this form of nature may be necessary because it gives educators the ability to prove/confirm that a particular individual is present and be aware of all
the details discussed during the event. Step 1 - Download the Start Form by downloading the incoming sheet in the file format of your choice; For your convenience, we have made forms available in PDF, ODT, and Word formats. Step 2 – Class Information You'll see two blank spaces at the top of the form (image below). In this room,
record the date of the event as well as the class name. Step 3 – Student Information When students arrive, have them write their own names in the first column of the entrance sheet. You may find it easier to write down a student's name before an event to save time, although this is only possible with a list of ready-to-eat classes. When
the event is over, each student must provide their signature in the remaining column, thus providing proof that they are indeed present. Step 4 – Presenting the Form Form should be available to students at the entrance so they can record their name when it arrives. Since this particular entry sheet can be used to prove that students are
present throughout the event, it is recommended that the form be stored in a secure location after attendance is initially documented. Once the event is complete, the form must then be accessible once again to collect each student's signature. Line sheets are effective tools used for layout information for potential clients. Businesses,
whether they sell jewelry, shoes, clothing or equipment exercies, need a way to present their products to potential or repeat customers. A row sheet resembles a catalog page. They group the prodcuts together and present them in an orderly, interesting manner, along with detailed information and products that will make purchasing the
product much easier. Open a word-processing document or remove a piece of sketch paper. If you're using sketch paper, clip the drawing you want on your line sheet and place it on your paper. If you're using a computer, paste the picture into your document. Click and drag a picture around your document. Place them in such a way that
they look organized and tidy. Often, rows and columns work well. Zoom in or out by clicking the angle of the picture and moving your mouse in or out. If using sketch paper, do the same, move the drawing around until it looks presented and each one can be clearly seen. Write down information about the product represented by each
image below or next to the image. Include relevant information such as style, model or product number, available size and color and product price. Type this if you are using a computer; You can also insert a text box near the picture and paste the information there. or type a heading in the top center of a line sheet This title must be the
name of your company or catalog. In one or more corner lines sheet, include other related information such as collection name, delivery date, and order or purchse information. Contact information should also be clear and readable. These can be typed or written on a template. Double-check for errors, typos, or interruptions, especially
before sending or printing multiple copies of a template. Print, save, email, or save a line sheet template for furture reference. The character sheet is the order of the day in this tutorial, which includes how to create it for 3D modeller friendly characters. With a friendly 3D modeller, I mean very clear and accurate details of the character's
clothing and accessories, and a body proportions guide to help set the modeling limits. The full sheet will include close-ups on character items, multiple expressions to get a complete picture of how faces should be rigged for animations, texture presentations, front, rear and side views, color options, functionality, and 2D modeling outlines.
These are the underlying considerations of some of the most amazing 3D art we've ever seen. Harajuku's shapes and colors will be the main inspiration for our character's design, to make it more eye-catching in any game or animation. We'll work with Procreate and Photoshop (some of the best software for digital artists), learn how to use
appropriate brushes and editing tools in both software. This tutorial will give you an insight into creating character sheets, which you will be able to use in your own work. Get Adobe Creative Cloud here01. Start by using shapesShapes is a great way to communicate characters (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)Shapes are an integral part of
sketching your character's design and they can help you organize your personality and attitude. Large shapes can provide a good sense of presence or firm and strong, while small and thin shapes may indicate speed, flexibility or shy uncertainty! Form and psychology are connected, so for this underground road racer concept, we'll go for
strong but slow characters. Choosing large circles and broad shoulder formations will help describe an impactful personality.02. Connect shapes to create basic shapesContration of shapes creates interesting characters (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)Once we've decided on the shape, we move on to a smaller shape setting that connects
to the main body. Here we can see how the arms and legs will look. To make your character weirder, try to work side by side with limbs and extremities. Here we will go for a large body, but very thin legs and small hands. This contrast will add a funnier spirit to the character Building a wireframe line wireframe 2DD body will give you a
better understanding of the shape of the character (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)A common neglected step is to present the body in a character sheet without detailed details Clothing. Drawing original body shapes provides a good foundation for future 3D sculptures, without the impairment of shapes and outlines caused by layering some
pieces of clothing or accessories. Using circles and body sketches as the basis, we begin to draw anatomy of the characters in raw form. This will allow the modeler to add the garment as a separate layer on top of the base sculpture. Another tip is to draw a wireframe line that wraps the model in 2D form; this will give you a better



understanding of how clothes will fall around the character's body.04. Detail then completes the Time line art to pin the look and feel of the character (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)Once the basic shape of the character is set, you can start by detailing the characters. As mentioned, Harajuku's fashion clothes were chosen to create clothes
for this character. The character will be called 'Torch', so we can choose fire to be a striking element of its design. Drawing fire on his clothes will be a classic thing to do, so for that, we'll add gas-powered helmets lighting fires all the time. The helmet design is based on a kabuto samurai helmet with gas cylinders instead of the classic
'maedate' piece.05. Revealing the character through accessoriesTexture details will be useful for a 3D modeller (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)Torch is a racer who plays dirty so he can win. To that, we're going to give him a weak weapon to show his deteriorating sportsmanship. A classic bat crammed with pimps in its style would be the
perfect weapon. Since Japanese accessories are an inspiration, we will go for a katana style handle. The texture is also presented in sheets so that the 3D modeller can visualize the end result.06. Personalize your designFeel free to give your design a personal touch that makes sense for the character (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)When
designing character accessories, choose a known item and give it your own personal touch. Here, the classic kabuto helmet includes several parts that we can change to fit our character. The gas cylinder that replaces the classic 'maedate' will be the perfect addition to reflect its fiery character. The design still has to be functional, so the
placement of the gas cylinder needs to make sense.07. Specify texture detailsTexture thumbnails are useful for modellers (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)Providing a modeller with textures of your choice has always been a plus. Torchlight will wear a leopard print fur jacket with a simple shirt and fire shorts. It is better to paint the texture in a
box in a full sheet to get the desired look. Some designs require custom-made textures, so it will be the job of the development team to turn the 2D texture into one fit for the model.08. Explore the different angles of Garisguide characters modeler to understand your character (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)Next we will work on the side and
back view of the character. Tips for drawing different views is to draw a guide guide joints. For example, we have lines that indicate how high the head is, or where the elbows are located, or even the height of the body. Once the lines are drawn above the main character, you can use the guide to paint them in all angles, such as front,
side, three quarters and back. Poses must be drawn in classic T-poses, excluding arms, to make it easier for modellers to identify anatomy.09 Separate limb detailsDrawing the limbs separately is a common and useful approach (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)When drawing characters in a side view of a T-pose, you exclude the arm so that
the side stitches will show and will not be hidden by the limbs. In this case, we will pull the arms in separate pieces; this is a good way to present, especially if your character's limbs include complex stitches and creases. Hands are even drawn in a flat perspective as an easier guide.10. Play with color variations The mood board is useful
for settling on color schemes (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)The color you choose will not always be the final decision, especially when working in teams. To do so, you'll need to present some coloring options and discuss what's best for visual impact and memorable combinations. In the character sheet, you can get help from your mood
board (see mood board tips here) and choose some color designs. If you want your character to look stronger visually, you can choose to combine flat colors with animal patterns or prints. It always looks richer and aesthetically pleasing.11. Include some facial expressions Personality reflected in the equipment (Image credit: Dahlia
Khodur)We will draw the Torch in three basic vital expressions: happy, sad and angry. Here we can play with how the gas cylinder lit the fire depending on how he feels: when he is happy, the fire will appear pink; anger can be a sharp form of fire with sparks burning from the tube; sadness can be shown as a small and shy blue flame.12.
Presenting the occlusion layer around the LayerAO is another way for the modeller to better understand your character (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)The surrounding occlusion, or AO, is a rendering method for determining the darkest shadow area in a neutral diffusion light setting. For example, an AO can be added under his chin,
between his fingers, above his knees, etc., any area where there will be no casting of light on the surface. It is a good idea to present AO as a separate layer on your character sheet. Even if your character is going to be converted into a 3D model later, adding an AO to a 2D sheet is a great way to give ideas to clients or members of your
team. Choose the appropriate color and texture Your character (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)It plays an important role in determining your character's personality and attitude. Torch is a very selfish character and will do anything to win, even if it means playing dirty. So we will choose purple to reflect pride along with yellow (leopard to
show vitality and energy. You can experiment with other colors that suit your character's personality.14. Include many different posesPoses help communicate the attitude of the character (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)Posing your character into basic body movements allows people to learn more about your character's attitude. To draw
characters in different poses, always remember the basic shapes that make up your design. Drawing a circle reacting to movements will help us fill in the details. Remember the squish and squash techniques in the animation and apply it directly to the pose. Another tip is to utilize the spine as a simple line. When you draw this line, the
other limbs will be easier to fill. This rugged and dirty car connects into character perfectly (Image credit: Dahlia Khodur)The last step in our character sheet is to make his precious car, Totchi! Designing vehicles revolves around the same concept as character design. First we draw the main shape of the car after a lot of research, then add
details that should relate to the character. In this case, the car must include fire and leopard mold to show ownership. You can also exaggerate the shape of the car and increase the size, so here we make the cockpit very wide and large to fit the Torch in the seat of one person. This article originally appeared in issue 248 of 3D World, the
best-selling magazine for 3D artists. Buy issue 248 or subscribe to 3D World.Related articles: articles:
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